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We visited Don Don Donki (a 24-hour Japanese
supermarket) to grab a quick drink and some
snacks, before we continued to see the rooftop
garden, Singapore Tourism Information Centre and
Ngee Ann City. Before we called it a day, we treated
ourselves to delicious Teppanyaki at Singapore’s
own Food Republic at Wisma Atria. It was a funfilled day, although we’ve done more walking than
we ever had since arriving in Singapore. Thank you
for the experience, Hawthorn Language School,
and we certainly look forward to our next excursion!

Beginner
Hawthorn Excursion to
Orchard, Singapore
The stroll along Orchard Road was filled with the
students’ laughter and chatter as we set off bright
and early on excursion day. There were a few pit
stops our group had to make and below are some
interesting findings to share:
1.

Istana Park

It is located opposite the gates of The Istana. There is
a historical gallery (it was under construction when
we visited) and this is probably the best spot to catch
the changing-of-guards ceremony which happens
on the streets (accompanied by the military band
and a rifle showcase by the military police) every
first Sunday of the month. The Istana is also opened
to the public on selected public holidays.
2.

Orchard Library

This two-storey state-of-the-art facility is situated
within Orchard Gateway Shopping Mall and it boasts
a huge collection of books for all ages. You can
find nooks and crannies around the library, where
people can read their favourite book peacefully.
3.

The Tube

This viewing gallery connects both Orchard Central
to Orchard Gateway (Emerald Hill) malls and is a
hotspot for great photographs. It lights up during
the night and gives off an entirely different vibe. PS.
Our group spent almost 30 to 45 minutes at this spot
trying to snap some instagram-worthy pictures!
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Elementary
Excursion Writing

The teacher was between me and Peter. He
looked very happy.

Our Elementary students were tasked to take photos
and write some comments on their excursions to
Botanic Gardens and Orchard Road.

- Poppy (from China)

We were moving to the next place… My friends
were walking behind my teacher…

Lucky is behind me. He is talking to me.

- Dhivya (from India)

- Bonny (from China)
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Lisa was in the phone booth. She was having
fun.
- Fluk (from Thailand)

My teacher was standing near the sculpture.

Hawthorn Excursion

- Lee Jong Hoon (from South Korea))

13 April 2018
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Writing an Email
The students also had to respond to a fake email
friend named Susan about 3 particular points which
were provided by the teacher.

Dear Susan,
Yesterday I went to Singapore Botanic Gardens with
all students of TMC Academy. Me and my classmate
walked all around Singapore Botanic gardens. I saw
many kinds of trees and some animals. I love being
there but I really don’t like the weather that day
because it is very hot and I felt my skin was burning.
Maybe better to go there with windy weather.
Love,
Mey (Indonesia)

Dear Susan,
I went to the Botanic Gardens with classmates and
teacher. I walked a lot. When I was walking, I saw
flowers and trees. The weather was very very hot, so
I was tired, but it was good to visit. You should go to
the Botanic Gardens.
Bye,
Cloe (South Korea)

Hawthorn Excursion
13 April 2018
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Intermediate 1

Written by Eric

I’m a famous superhero like Batman. I’m a rich man.
Why am I famous? Because I like to give money to
poor people. When I go to a restaurant, I like to give
the waiters a tip. It’s 100% of my meal expenses. So
This term, Intermediate 1 students were asked to I became famous. Sometimes when I walk in the
put pen to paper and come up with their own short street, I will throw money on the floor. Many people
stories. They were given the choice of two starting run to come and get it. I become their god. My
sentences…
house has a swimming pool. Inside it’s not water, it’s
money! It is a famous place. Because I usually swim
•
Yesterday I saved a person’s life.
in this swimming pool, the reporters come and take
or
pictures. Everyone knows me around the world.

In-Class Work

•

I’m a famous superhero

Written by Emma
I’m a famous superhero. People think a powerful
superhero is only going to save people but maybe
they will have their own story like me. Although I’m
a superhero, I can’t save people because I am too
weak. But I have a special ability that is being too
ugly, ugly in a special way that makes people laugh.
That is my ability. When I am fighting other villains,
I want to kill them. I can make my face so ugly that
it makes them laugh to death. Every time I kill a bad
guy I will think of my mother because she gave me
this ugly face so I can be a famous superhero.
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Written by Lisa
Yesterday I saved a person’s life. After class I was
coming home and I saw a swimming pool. I went
to see the pool because when I came to Singapore,
I had never seen a swimming pool here before and
I really like to swim because in my home there is a
pool so I swam every day. And then I saw a woman
who was swimming there but she had a problem,
she was cramping and the started to drown. No one
was around, just me so I decided to help her so I
jumped in the pool. I looked to find her because I
couldn’t see as I wasn’t wearing my glasses. Finally,
I found her and I pulled her out of the pool. So
yesterday I got wet but it’s ok because I saved a
person’s life!

Written by Bam
Yesterday I saved a person’s life from an accident.
In the afternoon, I finished school and went back
home. When I was waiting for a bus, a car crashed
into a motorcycle. I ran and saw an old woman who
was bleeding and sitting on the floor. I carried her to
the corner and told a person to call an ambulance.
Suddenly the police men and the ambulance came
to send her to the hospital. It was very exciting day
but helping a person was the first thing in my mind
at that moment.

Written by Aom
Yesterday I saved a person’s life. When I was walking
in the street, I saw a famous actress who crossed to
go to the mall. Then, a man who was holiday a gun
followed her. I thought to myself, if he shoots her,
I will protect her. Suddenly, after that he pointed
a gun at her. I ran and changed my suit to wonder
woman. I had a lot of energy from this suit. I kicked
him and hit him. Finally, I took him to the police
station. The reporters came to interview me about
the situation. I became a famous person overnight.

Written by Lee Jong Hoon
Yesterday I saved a person’s life. I went to school as
usual. I stopped in front of the traffic lights. In front
of the traffic lights I saw small people. I was waiting
for the traffic light to change when a boy ran in front
of me. First I didn’t see him and so many cars were
making noise. When I looked at him, the boy was
crossing the road. When I think if I had crushed him
with my car, I would think he had died. I didn’t know
why, I ran after him to make sure he was okay. When
I caught the boy, I thought he had died. I was very
scared so I closed my eyes. When I opened my eyes,
he was lying in the hospital bed. Fortunately a boy is
still alive. I heard the news and I went to bed.
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Written by Hang
Yesterday I saved a person’s life in an accident
between a car and a motorbike. The boy is very
young but the accident was not too serious because
nobody was hurt, only an ache on the legs and
arms. I saved him by taking him to the hospital. Now
I’m a famous superhero, it’s crazy but it’s real. After
the accident when I saved a young boy, everybody
called me a superhero! But a bad driver yesterday
caused the accident and has gone and now some
police force has caught him.

Written by Na
Na’s story (RONGNARONG SASIPONGPUN)
Yesterday I saved a person’s life. His name was
David. He studied at TMC. Every morning, he walked
across Middle Road and played on his mobile
phone. While he was walking, suddenly… crash!!!
He got injured. Nobody helped him. Everyone was
shocked. I phoned the hospital to help him, after
five minutes the ambulance arrived and took him
to hospital. I was glad to help him and I was made a
TMC superhero for my help!

Hawthorn Excursion
25 May 2018
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This is my favourite water. I drink this water every
day in the morning and afternoon. This water is very
delicious. This water only costs 2 dollars.

Intermediate 1

Written by Melthita Pumpao (Mel)

When we were out last Friday during the excursion,
I saw many cakes that made me very hungry. So, I
decided to draw this. I remember I was hungry the
whole day on the excursion day.

Written by Natthapha Bunruprasong (Earth)

This is my pen bag. I carry my pen bag with me
every day because I need my pens for my school
work. This pen bag comes from a Japanese brand. I
like it very much.
Written by Shao Bijun (Camille)
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Intermediate 2
Tom Yum Goong is probably the most famous of
Thai soups and is popular not only in Thailand but
in Thai restaurants worldwide. I love it and eat it
wherever I am.

Written by Anussara Leksunsern, Earn

This is Intermediate 2 classroom. There are seven
people in my class: six Thais and one Chinese, that’s
me. So, this is an interesting class. I am drawing
about my classroom, the students, and my teacher,
Shan. We have a lot of fun in the class. We study a
lot of interesting things and we enjoy the class very
much. I’m glad to be in this class.
Written by Jiang Juncheng, Brian

When I was a child, I really wanted to be a writer. My
favourite hobby was writing.
But, now, I want to work as a receptionist in a
hotel because I already have the experience. I look
forward to meeting different people every day as a
hotel receptionist.
Written by Jakkarin Rakkaphan, Ohm
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Hawthorn Excursion
13 Apr 2018

The reason I drew this picture is that I want to let
people know that a person’s appearance might be
beautiful at first but it’s what’s inside that really
matters.
Written by Jasita Marangsi, Jasita

I love these colourful pens. I have a lot of them. I have
green, blue, pink, and others. They are useful for my
work. Furthermore, they help me colour code my
work. I don’t know what I would do without them. I
love my colourful pens.
Written by Warittha Hongbunrit, Phuang
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Photo
Story

This photo is the restaurant from Emerald Hill street.
This restaurant is so vintage like it’s from 90s.

This photo is the artwork from 12th floor of Orchard
Central. It’s looks like people walking up the ladders.

This photo is the city view from 12th floor of Orchard
Central. It’s look so high from the ground.
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Advanced 1

Hawthorn Advanced 1
students visit
Botanic Gardens
0n 25 May 2018, the Advanced 1 students went on an excursion to Botanic Gardens. It was the perfect
weather to go on the SPH Walk of Giant trail and visit the National Orchid Garden. Our class had fun
discovering about the array of flora and fauna, took many photographs for keepsake and went home
with newfound knowledge on how we can protect our environment to ensure the sustainability of some
rare species.
The students were also required to practice writing a formal email to the National Parks Board, giving
feedback on their visit and answering a few specific questions, with suggestions on how the authority
can improve its visitor experience.
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Dear Sir or Madam,
I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing this
letter because I recently went to the Botanic
Gardens and would like to offer some feedback.
I really enjoyed my trip to the Botanic Gardens for
my class excursion on 25th May 2018. The Botanic
Gardens is a suitable place for outdoor trip or walk
for individuals or group outing. I was fascinated by
the plants I saw when I entered the garden.
We started the walk from the garden main gate,
which is about 1km from the MRT station. We saw
a lot of plants and animals in the middle of the
garden. There are several plants I remember during
the trip such as, black bamboo, fungi and orchids.
There were also wildlife like the cock, squirrel and
komodo dragon. At the end of the trip, we also
went to the National Orchid Garden. There are
orchids with rich histories behind them. We took a
lot of photos and the photos turned out amazing.
I had a good time when visiting the garden,
because I was fascinated with the surroundings
– the nature and tranquil environment in Botanic
Gardens.
Dear Sir or Madam,
I went for the excursion at Singapore Botanic
Gardens on Friday, May 25th. I would like to give
you some feedback on my experience with several
trails.
I chose to follow the “SPH Walk of Giants” and
“Canopy Web” that day. I sure did enjoy the scenery
of giant trees and had fun seeing some strangelooking trees.

However, I do have a suggestion. I think you can
add some entertainment such as a playground
somewhere in the garden. I am sure families like to
visit and bring their kids.
I hope my advice will help. Please do not hesitate
to contact me if you have any query. I am looking
forward to hearing back from you.
Regards,
Elaine Chu

Overall, it was fun and a good experience. One
concern I have is the fact that the weather is
extremely hot and humid, which I suppose you
cannot do anything about. However, if there is one
thing you can easily improve on, it is to have more
chairs, benches and seats under shelters where trail
walkers can take a short rest. That would be very
helpful, especially for those who do multiple trails
like myself last week.
Best regards,
Natthaya Suebpru
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Orchid Garden
There are more than two thousand kinds of orchids
in the National Orchid Garden. The Celebrity
Garden now has orchids named after celebrities.
The first one was named after Ambarsky, who is
the wife of the 17th governor of Singapore. It’s a
very beautiful place and it can make people feel
calm.

Advanced 2

Burkill Hall and Corner House

Hawthorn Advanced 2
students visit Botanic
Gardens
In this month’s excursion, Advanced-2 students
enjoyed long walks amidst orchids, foliage and
huge monitor lizards in Singapore Botanic Gardens.
They also got to practice their report writing skills.
They were asked to write a report on the 3 most
impressive places in Botanic Gardens.
3 PLACES YOU MUST VISIT IN BOTANIC GARDEN
By Feng Shuyang (Jeremy)

These are two historic buildings located in the
central area of Botanic Gardens. It was said that
the Burkill Hall has a rich historical story. It’s worth
visiting. The Corner House also has a rich history
behind it. It is a Bengali house and there are
650.000 plant species there. People who like to
examine different species can visit there.
Swan Lake and Shaw Foundation Symphony
There is an arena on the Swan Lake. At the
weekend there is often live music here and it’s
free. Sometimes famous pop and rap singers also
perform here. There is a large area of lawn around
it, so it’s a good place to have a picnic and relax.

Conclusion
The aim of this report is to suggest three most
impressive places in Singapore Botanic Gardens. In conclusion, I especially recommend people to
The source of information is the website called go the first place I suggested, the National Orchid
Garden because it offers fantastic scenery. People
baidu.com.
who go there feel like they are in wonderland.

ADV2 @ the National Orchid Garden
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The National Orchid Garden
Orchid Garden is the most appealing place for
most of the visitors. The whole garden is decorated
with various types of orchids. The orchid flower is
really beautiful because of its special charm. It is
the national flower of Singapore, and visitors can
view and appreciate almost all kinds of orchids
there. The atmosphere of the NOG is so quiet and
relaxing that visitors can lose themselves in this
flower world.
Symphony Lake
Symphony Lake is in the center of the Botanic
Garden. There is a large lawn with lots of trees
surrounding the lake. It looks very suitable to have
a picnic or party outdoors. In addition, there is a
beautiful stage behind the lake, so visitors can
lounge on the lawn while watching a concert. It
must be very pleasant to watch a concert there.

Conclusion
Canopy Web on Walk of Giants

All in all, every part of Singapore Botanic Garden is
wonderful and worth visiting. In this time, people
should get closer to nature to relax their body and
mind. It is big enough to spend a day exploring and
it should be more and more popular in the world.

SINGAPORE BOTANIC GARDEN
By Zhang Siyang (Ezio)

Introduction
Singapore Botanic Garden is one of the most
famous attractions in Singapore. There are various
plants and sculptures in this large garden. Lots of
visitors come here because of its beautiful scenery.
This report will give information about the three
of the most impressive places in Singapore Botanic
Garden.
Canopy Web
Canopy Web is a funny place for people to
relax. Interwoven ropes are hung on a platform.
Although it looks dangerous, ropes are very strong.
People can lie on the web and enjoy sunbathing
comfortably. It should be a perfect place for the
family to chat and play some interesting games.
In addition, it is high enough to appreciate the
scenery around.
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Advanced 2

Hawthorn Advanced 2
students visit Orchard
Road

Hawthorn Excursion

This month Advanced 2 students visited their
favorite shopping destination in Singapore once
again: The Orchard Road! This time they didn’t go
there for shopping; their task was to write a report
about the best three places to take photos, and
they were surprised to find places they had not
visited before, like the Rooftop Garden in Orchard
Central.
Three Best Places to Take Photos in
Orchard Road
by Pachara Thamtikanon (Ken)

The purpose of this report is to suggest the best
three places to take photos on Orchard Road.
The information comes from the reporter and the
travelers’ experiences.
The Orchard Central’s Roof Top Garden
The rooftop is located at the Orchard Central Mall.
At the roof top, there is a small beautiful garden
and there are some restaurants too. Because you
are on the 12th floor, a wide view can be seen
from there, and it is suitable for people with fear
of heights.
The Tube
The tube is an enclosed bridge that connects the
two buildings and Orchard Road is beneath them.
Even though it is enclosed, you can still see the
road view. The tube is located on the 3rd floor of
Orchard Central building.
library@orchard
The library @ orchard is also located on the third
floor of Orchard Gateway. Its design is beautiful
and there are plenty of good photo spots here.
Conclusion
It seems the most suitable places for taking photos
are the three places that have been mentioned in
the report.
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13 Apr 2018

Environment

Academic English

Nobody could have predicted driverless cars,
phones smarter than you (!) or that coral reefs
would die because of climate change. Forecasting
what will happen in the future may be a way
to create change, prepare for change, or even
prevent it as the case may be. In ACE, we also make
predictions, but for a different reason. We learn the
importance of starting and ending an essay well.
A good attention grabber gets the essay rolling,
while a neat prediction in the conclusion leaves
the reader with something to think about…
ACE got out their crystal balls and looked into the King: “Further down the road, who knows there
future for their very own predictions based on might not be human existence on our Earth
three of our main themes…
anymore because of direct or indirect actions to
the environment by humans. Hopefully humans
will realise their behaviour before it is too late!!!”

Technology/
Communication

Fenny: “Further down the road, we won’t
need WiFi to send your message. We will use
neurotransmitter connection instead. ‘Just
wink to send your message.’”

Healthy Eating

Pouna: “In the future, people’s health may get
better because of increased availability of healthy
food as more and more people become vegans
and vegetarians.”
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They did a
splendid job!
A great excursion was had by all at Orchard Road!
The students were tasked with reviewing two of
Singapore’s most impressive malls, Paragon and
Ion and putting their English skills to the test in the
real world.
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